Multi Digit Place Value

In this worksheet, we will practice recognizing the importance of place value in a multi-digit number.

For example, how much is the 5 worth in 526? 500
How much is the 5 worth in 256? 50

Circle the number that 5 is worth the most in: 1,325  578  752

Exercise Questions:

1. How much is the 4 worth in 486? 40

2. How much is the 3 worth in 932? 30

3. How much is the 5 worth in 125? 5

4. How much is the 7 worth in 734? 70

5. How much is the 6 worth in 861? 60

6. Circle the number that 9 is worth the most in. 1,291  926  129

7. Circle the number that 4 is worth the most in. 465  624  741

8. Circle the number that 8 is worth the most in. 218  683  824

9. Circle the number that 2 is worth the least in. 214  312  825

10. Circle the number that 3 is worth the least in. 735  392  213
Exercise Questions:

1. How much is the 4 worth in 486? 400
2. How much is the 3 worth in 932? 30
3. How much is the 5 worth in 125? 5
4. How much is the 7 worth in 734? 700
5. How much is the 6 worth in 861? 60

6. Circle the number that 9 is worth the most in. 1,291  926  129
7. Circle the number that 4 is worth the most in. 465  624  741
8. Circle the number that 8 is worth the most in. 218  683  824
9. Circle the number that 2 is worth the least in. 214  312  825
10. Circle the number that 3 is worth the least in. 735  392  213